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ISAP’s goal is to bring together our members who share a love of aviation, and 
want to preserve its history through their images. Through our organization, 
members can seek to enhance their artistic quality, advance technical knowl-
edge, and improve safety for all areas of aviation photography while fostering 
professionalism, high ethical standards, and camaraderie.

ISAP continues to help our members to better their photography skills, 
workflow, and set up resources to help with business questions that our 
members have. Updates are being made to the ISAP website and member 
portfolio section, and we are showcasing ISAP members’ images and 
accomplishments on our social media pages.

In this issue we are continuing to highlight ISAP members. I’m sure you will 
enjoy learning how your fellow ISAP members got started, as well as seeing 
some of their images and learning some tips. Remember that ISnAP is your 
publication to share your images, stories and tips with other members and the 
public. We look forward to each member sharing his or her stories with all of us.

Enjoy this issue of ISnAP!

Sincerely, 
Larry Grace, President
Kevin Hong, ISnAP Editor
International Society for Aviation Photography
www.aviationphoto.org • www.facebook.com/ISAPorg
isnap@aviationphoto.org
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In the past few years, I have begun to travel more extensively with an 
emphasis on Europe. During the travel itinerary planning, my wife knows 
me well enough to ask politely if there are any aviation museums that I 
want to visit. On my last trip I was fortunate to visit three museums, so 
allow me to introduce you to the first one.

Located on the outskirts of Zurich, Switzerland is the suburb of 
Dübendorf, which is also the location of the Dübendorf Air Base. 
Besides the active units based here, this is also the peacetime 
location of the Swiss Air Force headquarters. The official Swiss Air 
Force Museum (Flieger-Flab-Museum) is also located here and I highly 
recommended this to any aviation fan.

The collection was founded in 1972 by the Office for Military Airfields 
and dedicated to the history of Swiss military aviation and air defense. 
The museum collection numbers over forty airplanes and helicopters, 
with the collection grouped into chronological exhibits spanning from 
pre-WWI to recently retired first-line aircraft.

The collection is very comprehensive, showcasing many of the aircraft 
employed by the Swiss Air Force over the past century. While many 

aircraft displayed were acquired from other countries, there is also a 
good representation of indigenous designs. It was surprising to see 
how many aircraft were manufactured under license in Switzerland, 
ranging from the Fokker D.VII in 1920 to the F/A-18 Hornet in 1996. 
The Swiss keep their aircraft in top condition and keep them in service 
far longer than other nations. Several one-off prototypes are also in 
the collection, seeing unique aircraft is one of the pleasures of visiting 
aviation museums overseas.

A recent expansion now locates all their training aircraft together, 
along with a collection of cockpits being set up as a flight simulator 
attraction. Another adjoining building houses an impressive aircraft 
engine collection. Adult Admission is 15 Swiss Francs and there is a 
restaurant on site. Unfortunately most of the signage is in German.

Museum lighting conditions are a mix of natural and artificial light, 
large windows did make for some backlighting challenges depending 
on the angle. This was my first travel use of my new Nikon D500 
paired with a Nikkor 18-200mm and a Tokina 10-17mm, with ISO rarely 
exceeding 1250.

A Northrop F-5E Tiger II, in Patrouille Suisse colors,
soars above the Flieger Flab Museum entrance. 
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The Morane Saulnier MS.506 was license built as the D-3801, incorporating many
Swiss improvements on the original French design. 

Designated the D-3801, more than 300 of these Morane Saulnier MS.506 were license built in Switzerland by Dornier.



The ground attack C-3603 was produced by EKW (Eidgenoessische Konstruktionswerkstaette)
and used in that role until the early 1950’s.

Seven of these Bücker Bü 181 Bestmann aircraft served in training roles.
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The Messerschmitt Me-109E, along with the D-3801, were the frontline fighters fielded by the Swiss during WWII.

The Swiss-designed reconnaissance aircraft EKW C-35 was introduced in 1936,
removed from front-line service in 1943 and finally retired in 1954.



Designed by Swiss aeronautical engineer August Häfeli, the DH-5 was a two-seat
reconnaissance aircraft used from 1922-1940.

Designed by the chief engineer at EKW, six of these Häfeli DH-1 reconnaissance aircraft were produced
in 1916 with three lost in accidents within a year.
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The Hawker Hunter FB.58 was employed by the Swiss Air Force from 1958–1994 primarily in interceptor roles. 
Discovery of wing cracks led to the rapid retirement of all Hunters in the 1990’s.

The de Havilland DH.115 Vampire two-seat trainer was in service from 1953-1990, being replaced by the BAe Hawk.



The new hall for training and utility aircraft.

The aircraft engine display hall
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These aircraft, the Northrop F-5E Tiger & Dassault Mirage IIIS, reflect the modern era of the Swiss Air Force.

Nicknamed the “Flying Zebra Crossing”, the pre-WWII F+W C-3605 saw a new career as a target tug in 1968
with the upgrade to a turboprop powerplant, performing in this role until 1987.



Another view of the FFA P-16, one of five prototypes built. This surviving example was assembled
from parts of two of the prototypes. The P-16 wing design lives on as the basis for the Learjet wing.

The Pilatus P-2 trainer aircraft was used by the Swiss Air Force from 1946 until 1981, the Pilatus P-3
primary/advanced trainer was in use from 1956-1983



The Swiss Air Force used the Bücker Bü 133 Jungmeister as an advanced trainer until 1968.
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The Swiss license-built these Fokker C.V-E biplanes for reconnaissance and bombing
duties, later using them for target towing after the start of WWII. 
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Developed from the Vampire, de Havilland DH 112 Venom had a thin wing and more powerful
engine for high altitude performance and was in service from 1954-1984.
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Designed in the 1950’s, the EFW N-20 Aiguillon (Sting) was Switzerland’s first indigenous jet fighter aircraft.
This ambitious four-engined design was hobbled by engine development issues and only flew briefly once
(during a taxi test) in 1952 before the program was canceled in favor of purchasing the de Havilland Vampire.
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Kevin Hong


